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Abstract
The field of computational biology has become largely dependent on data visualization tools to analyze the increasing
quantities of data gathered through the use of new and growing technologies. Aside from the volume, which often results
in large amounts of noise and complex relationships with no clear structure, the visualization of biological data sets is hindered by their heterogeneity, as data are obtained from different sources and contain a wide variety of attributes, including
spatial and temporal information. This requires visualization approaches that are able to not only represent various data
structures simultaneously but also provide exploratory methods that allow the identification of meaningful relationships
that would not be perceptible through data analysis algorithms alone. In this article, we present a survey of visualization
approaches applied to the analysis of biological data. We focus on graph-based visualizations and tools that use coordinated
multiple views to represent high-dimensional multivariate data, in particular time series gene expression, protein–protein
interaction networks and biological pathways. We then discuss how these methods can be used to help solve the current
challenges surrounding the visualization of complex biological data sets.
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Introduction
A vast quantity of visualization tools has emerged over the past
decade as a response to the need for analyzing large, unstructured data sets, particularly in the field of Biology [1]. The data
sets that are often the target of modern research in the field of
computational biology are often complex because of possessing
multiple characteristics found in ‘big data’. While the description of big data may vary, it is typically characterized by four
main properties, which are at the center of current visualization
challenges: the sheer volume of data; the variety of formats,
data structures and variable types; the velocity at which the
data are retrieved, analyzed and represented; and the task of
determining the validity of the data [2].
In regards to volume, the amount of research data and the
speed at which it is gathered have been increasing along with
the technological developments that have taken place across
multiple fields. The representation of large volumes of data

may lead to slow performance, particularly in interactive environments, as well as a large amount of noise. Beck et al. [3] presented a survey, which identifies visual scalability as one of the
main challenges in developing scientific graphs, emphasizing a
lack of visualization methods that work along with data reduction methods, particularly when handling time series data or
dynamic structures [4]. Wang et al. [5] also argues that graphs
derived from scientific data sets can be significantly large and
complex, advocating for graph simplification and data mining
to more easily find community structures and track features
over time.
The heterogeneity of biological data can be particularly
difficult to manage as the data sets are often multivariate with
varied structures and temporal or spatial attributes [6].
Additionally, these data sets are often complimented with data
integrated from external databases. The challenge in representing diverse data sets stems from choosing graphical elements
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that can properly convey the values, properties and relationships to the user. This may warrant the exploration of new visualization metaphors that are able to better integrate different
types of biological data, such as integrating network-based
metabolic pathways with gene expression data [7]. In regards to
time series data and multiple experiments performed under different conditions, the development of techniques for visualizing
changes in the data is an ongoing challenge, particularly between two or more networks [3].
In this article, we provide an overview of visualization
approaches in the context of the challenges that most impact
data visualization, which stems from the large quantities of
multivariate data that often characterize biological data sets.
We directed our focus toward graph-based visualization of relational data, such as protein–protein interaction (PPI) networks
and biological pathways, as these structures are often the most
impacted by the volume of large data sets. In regards to the heterogeneity of biological data sets, we gave preference to tools
that use coordinated multiple views (CMV) to represent highdimensional multivariate data, in particular time series gene
expression. Using these criteria, we reviewed visualization
models and interactive techniques found across 50 biological
visualization tools that vary in focus and approach (listed in the
Supplementary Table). In contrast to past surveys published on
multivariate biological visualization tools [6, 8, 9], we focused
on the approaches implemented by the surveyed tools, reviewing the range of options for representing biological data and categorizing interactive methods used in its analysis.
We begin by overviewing data analysis methods and basic
visualization models used to explore biological data. This is followed by a review of comparative visualization layouts, where
multiple visualization models are composed and shown simultaneously to represent relationships between diverse data sets,
as well as methods to simplify data representation to aid the
comparison between large volumes of data. We then categorize
the interaction methods found in the surveyed tools, highlighting those that can be coordinated across multiple views to facilitate knowledge discovery. Finally, we present a discussion
on how the surveyed models and methods can be used to tackle
the current challenges surrounding the representation and analysis of complex biological data sets.

Visualization background
In this section, we will go over visualization models and layouts
prominently used in the representation of biological data.
Although it is not the focus, we also provide an overview of data
analysis methods, as these are at the base of many visualization
techniques seeking to extract knowledge from complex data
sets. Visualization is a significant step in knowledge discovery,
as it can be used in conjunction with data analysis to highlight
and identify patterns, trends and outliers while engaging users
through aesthetic graphical representations and helping them
make decisions [10]. As such, understanding the available visualization models and how visual elements are perceived is necessary when choosing those that are most appropriate for
representing a data set.

Data analysis
Data analysis is an essential part of the process of extracting
knowledge from the complex biological data sets characterized
as big data. Feature selection, dimensionality reduction and
clustering algorithms are used to filter and order data, reducing

computational loading times by removing or hiding irrelevant
data groups and highlighting patterns or new information that
can support the user’s navigation and queries.
Dimensionality reduction methods map data to a lower dimensional space to minimize redundant variance in the data,
reducing the number of variables with minimal loss of information [11]. Owing to the high dimensionality in omics data sets,
they have been used in exploratory analysis to better understand molecular pathways in cells and their role in diseases
[12], as well as in extracting patterns from gene expression data
where there is typically a large amount of noise [13–15].
Feature selection and pattern extraction are used to identify
meaningful characteristics from a set of candidates while avoiding noise [16, 17]. These are used to identify underlying processes in complex biological networks, such as finding
differentially expressed genes, detecting genotype patterns and
discovering network motifs [18, 19]. Motifs are common subgraphs or patterns identified in networks [20] that have been
used to predict interaction patterns of proteins in PPI networks
[21] and in analyzing gene regulation networks [22].
Clustering is the unsupervised classification of data, with
the goal of creating discernable groups composed of highly
similar elements. There are multiple surveys of clustering algorithms directed at the analysis of gene expression data [23, 24]
and PPI networks, as well as for time series [25] and big data
[26]. Hierarchical clustering algorithms stand out by producing
nested series of partitions by that can be used to recurrently
split or merge clusters [27]. They are used in the analysis of
gene expression matrices to group genes that exhibit similar expression patterns over time or different experimental conditions [28, 29]. Biclustering algorithms can be used to perform
simultaneous clustering on the row and column dimensions of
the gene expression matrix and identify similar subgroups of
genes under specific subsets of conditions, but can result in
overlapping clusters [30].

Visualization models
Linear representations are among the simplest visualization
models, being used to map data points to observe general patterns or trends. These are often used in biological visualization
tools as secondary views that portray additional information
about sections of the data set, such as line charts [31, 32], bar
charts [33, 34], histograms [29, 35] and scatterplots [36, 37].
Parallel coordinates have a similar representation to line
charts but are able to represent a higher number of variables
[34, 38], listing each variable across a separate axis with values
ordered based on properties, such as connectivity, density, centrality or quantitative annotation. A notable variation of parallel
coordinate plots is Hive Plots [39], where the axis is arranged in
a circle and the edges are drawn as Bezier curves, resulting in a
more compact visualization.
Heatmaps are prevalent among biological visualization tools
[40, 41], typically used in the representation of time series gene
expression [42]. While variations to heatmaps are not common,
a hexagonal grid layout was presented by GATE [43]. Clustering
algorithms can be used to sort heatmaps by ordering the rows
of genes, so that those with similar temporal patterns of expression are placed close to each other. If a heatmap is hierarchically clustered, it can be accompanied by a tree structure that
shows where each cluster either merged or split, known as a
dendrogram [35, 44].
Networks, or node-link diagrams, are particularly proficient
at displaying multivariate data and its relationships, being used
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in biology to represent PPI, gene regulation and biological pathways [9]. Nodes can represent multiple attributes through basic
visual properties like color, shape and size, as well as labels
[45, 46]. However, a greater number of variables can be represented simultaneously through complex representations,
known as glyphs [47]. Relationships are portrayed with
edges, which can be characterized using visual attributes such
as color, direction and weight. Edges with clear directions are
characterized as directed, while those with a discernable width
can be described as ribbons.
A prominent problem with networks is the representation of
large quantities of edges, which often results in unintelligible
‘hairballs’ [39, 48]. To resolve this, the positions of nodes can be
calculated through clustering algorithms and force-based layouts [49], with objectives such as edge crossing minimization
and grouping similar elements [46, 50]. Additionally, edge bundling reduces visual clutter by drawing their paths closer to
those with similar directions [51], creating organic bundles of
edges with clear directions that are easier to follow. This is useful in circular layouts [52, 53] because of nodes having fixed positions. Alternatively to networks, pathways can be represented
orderly through path lists [54], but these can be extensive, and
nodes present on multiple paths will be repeated.
Hierarchical networks, also known as trees, are used in
phylogenetic analysis [55, 56] and in the visualization of microarray data [57]. However, layered visualizations can also be used
to order data hierarchically. Arena3D [58] presents a threedimensional approach to a layout comprised of multiple layers,
where two-dimensional networks are displayed parallel to each
other, each comprising one level, interconnected through edges.
Cerebral [59] has a layered layout option that splits a network
into well-defined levels, each representing a different class of
proteins. Other hierarchical structures include sunburst and
icicle visualizations, used by Taylor et al. [60] to visualize gene
expression experiments on the developmental mouse.

Encoding and perception
The perceptual phenomena that occur when visualizing graphical elements have been the target of studies that seek to better
understand the role of encoding in problem-solving. Bertin [61]
helped create the foundation for visual encoding by establishing
the effectiveness of graphical proprieties in representing diverse
variables, such as how a quantitative value should be mapped to
an element’s position or size but not to its shape. This is complemented by principles that describe the perception of elements
based on these properties. For instance, the Gestalt laws explain
how elements that are close together or share graphical proprieties tend to be associated as being a part of the same group [62].
As such, these guidelines are at the base of approaches that
group similar elements, such as clustering and edge bundling.
Vehlow et al. [63] presented a comprehensive survey that categorizes the representation of groups on graphs based on the
visualization model, structure and visual attributes.
While we are interested in how to portray more easily perceptible relationships and patterns, uncertainty should be minimized. This means that encoding should prioritize data fidelity
while avoiding the creation of vague or unintelligible elements.
In this regard, Tufte [64] established principles for ‘graphical excellency’, which favors clarity and precision while avoiding distorting the data for the purpose of aesthetics. Furthermore,
Dasgupta et al. [65] proposed a taxonomy that comprehensively
describes cases of uncertainty at both an encoding level, which
includes handling missing values and graphical limitations of
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the screen, and at a decoding level, such as indiscernible relationships in cluttered graphs or clusters.

Comparative visualization
A visualization environment that enables the representation of
several multivariate data sets simultaneously can help identify
new meaningful relationships, but the number of variables and
types of relationships in the data may not fit any visualizations. In
such cases, data visualization tools often use CMV, an exploratory
visualization technique that enables the representation of diverse
data sets simultaneously by composing multiple visualization
models, which can have user interactions coordinated between
them [66]. CMV can be effective in discovering patterns and unforeseen relationships, identifying and understanding outliers and
gaining insight from comparing multiple data sets [67]. In this section, we review the layouts of visualization models found in the
surveyed biological visualization tools that use CMV. Additionally,
we identify strategies to explore relationships between large volumes of data, such as their abstraction into manageable elements
that can be compared across views.

Guidelines for multiple views
The amount of information that can be displayed on screen is
limited by both the available space and the user’s cognitive limits
when interpreting large amounts of diverse data representations.
It is important to consider how the placement and availability of
the views impact the user’s navigation and cognitive ability to
understand the data to extract new knowledge. In this sense, design decisions benefit from understanding how the workspace
environment is perceived. Baldonado et al. [66] present guidelines
on the use of multiple views, noting that they should be used
when there are multiple types of attributes, models, user profiles,
levels of abstraction or genres. Additionally, they are effective in
the discovery of correlations or disparities in the data as they
allow for data to be extracted and compared on the screen rather
than mentally, which is less straining on the user. While an overview of the data can be helpful, not only can it be cognitively
overwhelming but the user may also benefit from isolating and
visualizing a particular section of the data. As such, a complex
visualization should be divided into multiple views that provide
more detail and easier management. However, the addition of
views should be justified, as it introduces additional complexity
to both the program and the user.

Composition and layout
The composition of the visualization environment determines
how diverse visualization models can be compared and how
their relationships will be perceived. Previous surveys have
categorized the composition of graphical elements or groups of
elements into: juxtaposition, superimposition, nesting and
encoding [68, 69].
Juxtaposition is the most common composition mechanism,
where elements are displayed side by side. To compare between
views, each can be assigned a space by either dividing the work
space [29, 34] or through individual windows [36, 70]. The advantage of windows is that each visualization can be contained
even when it is larger than the available space and be navigated
through interaction. Additionally, their size, position and visibility can be manipulated by the user. Comparison through
juxtaposition can be used to identify patterns and relationships
through common graphical properties, or for contextual
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information. In an overview þ detail layout, one view provides
an overview of the data set, while other views focus on specific
sections of the visualization with additional details [67, 71]. This
encourages navigation, as users can drill-down on different sections without having to roll-up in between.
When the same type of visualization models is displayed
multiple times in smaller sizes in a sequence or grid, they are
referred to as small multiples [72]. This layout can be used to
create static or dynamic overviews of data representations that
have various states, such as time series [43, 71] or experiments
performed with different parameters [73]. However, new views
have a cognitive impact on users, and smaller changes can go
unnoticed, as they shift their attention between views, particularly between small multiples.
Superimposition is an approach for highlighting structural similarities and differences by stacking the same visualization models
[74, 75], helping users identify small changes more effectively than
juxtaposition. Additional relationships can also be shown by
superimposing new elements, such as drawing edges on top of
matrices [43, 76]. However, considering that the information is
overlapped, it may be difficult to identify individual elements. As
such, the scalability of this approach is reliant on the existence of
proper interaction techniques to navigate the data [69].
Nesting, in this context, consists of embedding a visualization
model into another one’s structure. Unlike in superimposition,
the nested model is treated as an element of the parent visualization. Some biological tools use linear visualizations as glyphs,
embedding line charts [77, 78] and bar charts [79] into networks,
having been used to represent temporal data associated to each
gene. Basic node graphical properties can still be altered, such as
using different background colors to represent an extra variable
[80]. It is also possible to embed more complex visualizations,
such as glyphs, to represent relationships between multivariate
data sets, such as heatmaps or other networks [34, 81].
Alternatively, differences and similarities can be computed
and encoded in a new visualization where regions of interest
are explicitly highlighted [69], making them easily identifiable.
Encoding time series through animation is a natural way of conveying changes over time, but it is limited by human perception
capabilities [82]. Transitions between successive states can be
smoothly animated by interpolating values of properties like
color and size [32], but details go unnoticed in short transitions,
and it is difficult to compare between time points. On the other
hand, a time line is able to simultaneously represent multiple
time points through a variety of scales, shapes and layouts [83],
but graphical representations are limited because of space. By
using a time line as a navigation element, the user can switch
between states in another view and focus on key moments.
When representing diverse data sets, multiple composition
mechanisms can be used simultaneously to show different relationships and compare data. For instance, Pathline [84] and
MulteeSum [85] represent temporal gene expression profiles
through a curvemap, a visualization composed of a grid of area
plots. To help analyze these data, the final column and row
superimpose their respective plots for an overall comparison.
Despite this, the amount of information shown can be overwhelming, and the user would benefit from visual indicators
that highlight regions of interest, particularly in Pathline.
However, the curvemap is also used to relate time series to
other types of data. Pathline uses a pathway visualization that
encodes genes and metabolites, which can be selected to get
added to the curvemap. MulteeSum implemented the curvemap
alongside a plot visualization to relate the time series gene expression to the spatial location of their respective cells.

Managing visual complexity
Reducing the apparent size of the information space is a key
strategy in managing complexity in data visualization, particularly in large networks where visual clutter is a frequent obstacle
[86]. For instance, Kiwi [50] reduces complex interaction networks by isolating significant gene sets, calculating the shortest
path length between each pair and drawing only the best edges.
Managing visual complexity can also be achieved through
data aggregation, where multiple data points are converted into
a single one [82]. Groups can be created through clustering algorithms and then represented proprieties associated with the
whole, such as an average of values from a selected variable.
STEM [74], BiGGEsTS [44] and Cerebral [59] apply this concept to
clustering time series gene expression data. By calculating the
mean of every value over every time point, clusters can be represented with line charts that represent the average variation over
time. These tools then list the line charts to the user sequentially
as small multiples that can be selected to either highlight the respective cluster on another view or open a profile view that
superimposes every gene. VisBricks [73] stands out by representing time series gene expression clusters using multiform visualizations, allowing each cluster to be represented as either a line
chart, a histogram or a colored compact view of the data. These
are displayed as glyphs in a parallel coordinates visualization
where each axis corresponds to a different gene expression data
set, connecting shared data between clusters in different data
sets with ribbons. The advantage of this layout is that clusters
can be sorted along each axis, but relationships to other axis can
only be directly drawn between with those one each side.
Groups can also be determined directly from the structure of
relationships in the data. Dunne and Shneiderman [87] propose
motif simplification, where common network motifs are identified and then replaced with a simple symbol that is representative of the layout of each respective subgraph. Maguire et al. [88]
also propose aggregating motifs but instead using glyphs that
can be represented using three varying levels of detail, which
portray not just the structure of the motif but also attributes of
individual nodes. The scalability of this approach is limited, as
individual attributes can be hard to discern for large motifs, but
glyphs can also represent the average attributes of the group.
In regards to abstracting temporal structures, Bach et al. [89]
present time curves. This is a visualization model where time
lines are folded in two-dimensional space by moving similar
time points closer to each other, while a continuous line connects each time point. This approach preserves the temporal
order of the data points, while their position is used to represent
similarity. It can portray patterns of evolution that reflect how
the data changes over time, including slow progressions, sudden changes and reversals to previous states. Similarly, Elzen
et al. [90] propose that each state of a network can be converted
into a point in a two-dimensional plane where its position is
based on the values of the attributes and relationship structure
of each state. In the case of time series data, the evolution order
can be conveyed through edges and color.

Coordinated interaction
Interaction and dynamic visualization environments play a
major role in analyzing complex biological data, as the user
needs to be able to navigate through diverse data sets, compare
data points and identify relationships [91]. In an environment
with CMV, user interactions with a visualization model, such as
selections and filters, can be dynamically applied to similar
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data points represented across other views. Coordinating interaction helps users keep track of data and more quickly identify
significant relationships and patterns, particularly between diverse visualization structures [92].
Ideally, interaction should be fluid, meaning continuous or
smooth. The concept of fluid interaction is based on a set of
general principles, which can be applied to support the user’s
immersion and involvement [93], such as: using animated transitions, providing immediate visual feedback, integrating interface components into the visualization and allowing the user to
make changes intuitively. Baldonado et al. [66] described additional guidelines for designing coordinated interaction. These
highlight the importance of the time costs of each interaction,
such as the computational time necessary to process each
change. Time costs also include the time the user takes to
understand and switch between visualization models, which
can be reduced by using consistent graphical elements and attributes between visualization models. Additionally, the user’s
attention can also be diverted to regions of interest through perceptual cues, such as animation, sounds and highlighting.

Navigation
Interactive visualizations, particularly large-scale graphs and
maps, are traditionally navigated using panning and zooming
techniques where the visualization is moved or transformed. As
such, they can be used for position-based filtering, bringing specific elements into focus while moving others off the screen or
de-emphasizing them. Cerebral [59] uses coordinated navigation, applying panning and zooming across every small multiple
representing different states of the same biological network, so
that they focus on the same region to compare between temporal instances.
Zooming is characterized as geometric when elements of the
visualization are resized without any changes to their content.
Zooming in not only moves elements off-screen but also increases the distance between them. Semantic zooming methods
take advantage of this increase in white space by adapting the
content to the current scale [94]. This can involve the addition of
labels with details or contextual information [79], or even drastically changing the structure of the visualization to add new
points and relationships related to the data in focus [95].
If the visualization is zoomed in enough, panning to another
location may require the user to zoom out first before moving
and then zooming in again, which can break the user’s workflow, as the each step may require a significant amount of time
to process. By using an overview þ detail layout, the visualization overviewing the data set can allow the user to directly
choose the new location [96, 97]. Alternatively, focus þ context
methods increase the amount of detail on an element or a group
of elements, without reducing the amount of information on
screen [98]. This is commonly achieved by distorting the position of the elements, expanding the area in focus, while the
surrounding elements are contracted, instead of being pushed
off the screen [99]. TreeJuxtaposer [56] presents trees side by
side for comparison, allowing the user to select a rectangular
area and then enlarge it freely by dragging the corners, which
not only dynamically adapts the size of the rest of the tree but
can also be coordinated to enlarge the same area across other
trees. Notably, this tool also implements a draw order where
the nodes and branches in focus are drawn first when rendering
changes, which maintains the user’s attention on regions of
interest. Tominski et al. [100] presented a survey on lens-based
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focus þ context approaches, showing how these can be used as
interactive objects that can filter data.
In a top-down approach to navigation, big data visualizations can initially present the user with an overview of the data
created through aggregation and sampling methods, while
interactive functions allow the user to drill-down and access
the original data. Hierarchical aggregation results in a network
with clearly defined levels of detail [101], which can be navigated through recursive expansions or reductions by selecting
parent nodes to either add or remove child nodes, as used by
VisANT [77] and AVOCADO [102]. iHAT [103] presents a hierarchical table approach that combines the visualization of sequence and expression data, in which the user can aggregate
rows and columns of a heatmap interactively. However, the
visualization can get cluttered, as the user drills down and expands groups. To prevent this, either a separate view can be created to represent the contents of the expanded set of
aggregated data [33] or multiple views can be defined to represent a set of number scale levels [104]. Alternatively, aggregation can be combined with semantic zooming to balance the
amount of graphical elements on screen in relation to the scale
level. For instance, as the user zooms in on a section, the data
elements in focus are expanded, while the remainder goes
offscreen.
In general, navigation methods should not just give users
freedom to explore but also guide them. This includes the addition of constraints that establish limits to prevent users from
going out of bounds, as well as visual hints that keep users
aware of where information of interest is located. Schulz et al.
[105] present a table-based approach for visualizing bipartite
biological networks, where the scroll bars contain selection
markers that indicate regions of interest, which would otherwise be offscreen because of the vertical length of the tables.

Data queries
Throughout their session, users may need to perform queries to
find and focus on sections of the data that are specific to their
current objectives. Queries are requests from the user that involve one or multiple constraints, which can either be categorized as searches, when the objective is to find and emphasize a
specific element or group, or as filters, when the user seeks to
de-emphasize or remove elements from the view and reduce
visual clutter [98]. They are performed through inputs that can
be characterized as indirect or direct.
Indirect inputs consist of actions usually preformed through
the user interface. Qualitative or discrete data can be listed as
options using interface elements like tables, dropdowns and
checkboxes that are used to switch between what data are visible [31, 38]. Search bars occupy a small amount of space and
are useful for finding elements through partial or full names
[45, 106] but have the disadvantage of requiring previous knowledge from the user. Numerical input boxes and sliders are
more commonly used for handling queries over continuous
data, where the user can pick values to establish thresholds,
such as upper and lower limits [28].
Direct inputs involve interacting with the visualization, either by selecting the graphical representations of the data,
known as brushing, or by manipulating elements through handles or widgets. Handles are sections of graphical elements that
the user can select and drag to either move or resize that element [71], change the value of a propriety [104] or establish
thresholds on the visualization [75, 84]. When the user is meant
to have control over several properties, then widgets can be
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used instead. These consist of small interface elements
embedded into the visualization with multiple handles, buttons
or input fields [73]. There are also other types of complex
queries, such as the grid-based query technique implemented
by PivotSlice [107], which subdivides the visualization into
meaningful sections.
Brushing is usually performed by using the mouse as a
brush. If the brush is a point then data elements can be
chosen individually, such as hovering over them to display
labels [108, 109] or adding them to another view [84].
Alternatively, multiple elements can be brushed simultaneously by using a line or an area, which is commonly drawn
either as a rectangle or with a freehand lasso. TimeSearcher
[71], a time series visualization tool, presents an area brushing method: timeboxes. These are rectangular regions drawn
by the user on a two-dimensional display of time series data
to perform queries. After being drawn, timeboxes have handles that allow the user to resize them or move to a new position. The result set from the queries will only consist of
patterns that are within the constraints of the active timeboxes. In the Hierarchical Clustering Explorer [35], a visualization tool for exploring multidimensional data, a user can
draw a line pattern to query similar profiles and set a distance measure to establish how similar other profiles need to
be to get added to the result set. Additionally, the user can establish upper and lower thresholds directly on the visualization using the mouse. While both these tools are not
specifically designed for exploring biological data, the
described methods can be applied in the identification of
time series gene expression profiles.
When brushing is used to concurrently highlight information
across other views that is related to the selected elements, then it
is known as linked brushing. This type of coordination is advantageous for the user, as it maintains consistency through the use
of visual characteristics [35, 38]. This allows the user to identify
equal or similar elements across views, find outliers and keep
track of changes between groups, such as the addition or deletion
of data elements [110]. enRoute [54], ConTour [111] and
Pathfinder [48] present table-based approaches for pathway analysis coordinated with network visualizations, where path lists
can be extracted to the table through brushing nodes, or selected
from the table to be highlighted in the network. Owing to the
amount of possible paths, pathway analysis through path lists is
particularly reliant on queries. As such, these tools provide sorting methods that bring interesting pathways to the top and linear
representations embedded into the cells for easier comparisons
between attributes.
More complex brushing techniques have also been developed, such as the compound brushing system developed by
Chen [112], where multiple brushing actions can be combined to
include, exclude or reverse selections through logical operations
(OR, AND, XOR). Another compound brushing technique is presented by Wright and Roberts [113], named click and brush.
This method consists appending brushed elements to a list to
then highlight intersections and correlations, while discoveries
can be depicted in additional views.

Editing
Data analysis algorithms and sorting methods, such as clustering and force-directed layouts, are essential in the organization
and visualization of large data sets. However, these techniques
often do not provide perfect results, and it may be necessary to
introduce the input of a user, as humans still sometimes

outperform machines in the interpretation of complex patterns.
As such, not only should the user be given the option to finetune the visualization but should also be provided with analytical tools that increase the transparency of the implemented
methods to better understand the problem and more quickly
solve it [114]. In particular, tools that provide clustering
approaches may allow the manual definition of clustering parameters [51, 77]. In particular, MLCut [28] uses sliders to identify
and refine gene expression clusters, while Furby [81] lets the
user to locally or globally adjust the threshold of the biclusters
membership values to create well-defined clusters.
In regards to editing the visualization, some tools allow the
selection of which variable is mapped to the color and size of
nodes and edges [38, 45]. The visualization environment developed by Abello et al. [115] stands out by allowing the user to
set multiple thresholds within an attribute and mapping each
of these intervals to a color. A direct method for manipulating
the position of elements is dragging, which has been used in
networks to rearrange nodes [59, 79], and to move data across
multiple views [37, 71]. Further control over biological networks
can involve drawing new pathways and managing their visual
properties [70, 116].
The ability to undo and redo actions is necessary to allow
users to edit and explore options and parameters without fear
of mistakes. Contour [111] provides a list of the user’s previous
actions, while PivotSlice [107] shows a visual user history by
saving a thumbnail of the visualization to a separate panel
whenever the user performs an edit, which can be used to go
back to any of the recorded points. This concept can be explored
further by providing methods to record the actions performed
in the current and previous sessions and share this history with
other users to confirm and extend discoveries.

Discussion
Visualization tools seek to provide users with the means to
analyze biological data sets to find meaningful relationships
that could lead to advances in research. However, these relationships are often complex, and their discovery is hindered
by the characteristics of these data sets, in particular their
heterogeneity and volume, which are at the base of prominent challenges in data visualization. In Figure 1, we showcase
the variety in visualization approaches that have been used
in the analysis of biological data in the context of these
challenges.
Visualization tools must contend with the representation
of large volumes of data, but representing hundreds of thousands of data points simultaneously is computationally demanding and can obscure relationships in the data,
particularly in network representations. For instance, when a
user enlarges a section of a tree in TreeJuxtaposer [56], the remainder of the visualization is dynamically shrunk and kept
on screen, which is also applied to other views. While this is
a notable use of focus þ context, it is difficult to discern information because of the quantity and size of the shrunk elements. As such, overviews of the data should avoid
overwhelming users with information and instead point them
toward regions of interest, while facilitating comparisons.
This is a problem of scalability, where the number of visual
elements should be reduced while taking into consideration
all available data, which may be achieved through statistical
analysis and clustering.
Dunne and Shneiderman [87] and Maguire et al. [88] presented approaches to network reduction by representing
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Figure 1. Thumbnails showcasing the variety of visualization tools and approaches from those surveyed, organized by the type of represented data, layouts and analysis methods.
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common motifs through symbols and glyphs with graphical attributes that represent the motif’s properties. However, while
these methods aggregate partitions of a larger network, Bach
et al. [89] and Elzen et al. [90] proposed approaches that are able
to translate states of the data into points on a 2D plane, which
can portray behaviors such as outliers and cycles. In the surveyed tools, network aggregation was applied through hierarchy.
For instance, VisANT [77] uses interactive aggregated nodes to
open or close lower levels of the network. However, the lack of
descriptive visual characteristics on the nodes hinders the user’s
navigation, unlike in AVOCADO [102], where nodes are labeled
with symbols and quantities. Additionally, semantic approaches
are underexplored, as they could be used in this context to dynamically aggregate elements not in focus and keep them for
context when the user drills down on demand.
Many biological visualization tools provide a range of models
and layouts to represent diverse data structures, including annotations from external databases, but the depiction of relationships between them is still an issue. The most common
solution is CMV, as multiple models can organize and represent
individual data sets, while coordinated interaction is used to
highlight common data points. For instance, ConTour [111] uses
coordinated tables, networks and compound visualizations in
the analysis of pathways. Its table-based approach is capable of
organizing diverse attributes through columns that can be
nested, and by using various graphical representation forms
within each cell. Alternatively, CMV can be used to navigate
through different levels of a data set. Mizbee [104] simultaneously displays four different interactive scales for comparing
two sets of chromosomes.
However, encoding data is a prevalent challenge, as different variables should be graphically consistent and easily identifiable. In particular, time series gene expression has been a
target of multiple visualization approaches that seek to represent relationships between genes that have similar expression
patterns. While heatmaps have been a standard approach in
representing time series, line charts have risen in popularity
in biological visualization tools developed during the past decade. Not only are the values of expression profiles more easily
interpreted through a line chart than a row of colors, but
these can also be compared by overlaying multiple charts.
Superimposition is useful for detecting trends, but it is also a
significant source of uncertainty, as individual elements may
be difficult to distinguish, so it should be used purposefully.
For instance, Matse [75] uses superimposition to overview
time series profiles and allow the user to directly apply
thresholds based on the resulting visualization, while MLCut
[28] encodes superimposed profiles with color to distinguish
between the clusters created by the user’s choice of parameters. Alternatively, by calculating the average between time
series, the profile of a group can be represented with a single
linear visualization. Cerebral [59] makes use of this to list
clustered time series profiles through small multiples, which
can be selected to highlight each group of genes in a network
model.
While the temporal attributes from gene expression can be
clustered and compared through compact graphical representations, we must also work toward new visualization metaphors to analyze relationships between other attributes and
data sets. In this regard, Pathline [84] and MulteeSum [85] relate a curvemap, a grid of time series profiles that shows
trends using superimposition, with both pathway and spatial
data through interactive coordination. However, these tools
highlight the need for encoded visualizations that directs

users toward patterns that may be of interest, in particular between views. As such, this warrants the exploration of new
models that integrate multiple biological data sets, designed
with the purpose of portraying their relationships. For instance, while VisBricks [73] uses heatmaps to represent multiple gene expression data sets, time series can be clustered
and represented through small multiform visualizations,
where relationships are drawn between the clusters across
data sets. These are integrated in a single visualization with a
parallel coordinates layout, but this does present a limitation,
as each data set can only be compared against those on each
side.
In summary, tools for visualizing multidimensional data are
becoming more comprehensive and flexible but still present
limitations in their visualization approaches. Ideally, the development of new visualization tools should focus on usercentered interaction and coordinated environments with new
visualization metaphors capable of showing patterns, key
changes and outliers by enabling the comparison between large
multivariate data sets. Data can be aggregated into simple
graphical representations that provide an informative overview
of the data, while interactivity provides users with the ability to
navigate through different levels of detail by drilling down and
access details on demand through brushing. Future-developed
visualization environments should automatically support users
in their queries by predicting regions of interest and dynamically adapting the visualization to the type and amount of information on screen. While most of the surveyed tools still use
static representations, force-based layouts can be used to react
to dynamically changes in the environment and user inputs in
real time using fluid transitions. At the same time, users should
have control to make manual adjustments, both in customizing
the visualization and fine-tuning parameters, as human input
may help discover key relationships between elements and
groups, which would not be easily discernable solely through
data analysis.

Key Points
• In this article, we provided an overview of current visu-

alization challenges, graphical representations and
interactive methods applied to biological data, complemented with a discussion on their use in the development of new tools.
• Thorough exploration of large biological data sets is dependent on the development of new visualization
metaphors supported by an interactive environment.
• Coordinated interaction between multiple visualization
models promotes knowledge discovery in heterogeneous data sets.
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